By a (generalized) Schreier extension we mean a group G decomposed into a subinvariant series G >-*• G â >-•* G _ >-* n n-1 n-2 ...>•* G >•*> G^ = G , where G is anti-invariant in G, i. e. 10 n the only subgroup of G which is normal in G is the trivial one. ( ,f >-J1 denotes a group monomorphism, i. e. an injection homomorphism. ) As is well known, such groups G can be embedded into the repeated wreath product F l (F 1 . . . n-1 n-ù
\ (F \[F l F ))...), where F. = G./G. (cf. [2], notation
of M. HaH [1] , p. 81).
In this note we re-establish this embedding for finite G , by making use of the theory of invariants of groups. The embedding we construct however is not the same as the one constructed in [2] . The proof is by induction, the induction step being provided by the following theorem. Applying a trick from field theory (cf. [3] , § 61) we show that the restriction of the Galois group G A of N/L to M.
l
is precisely equal to the permutation group F (as a permutation group of the v , . . . , y , instead of the a , . . . , a , il îa la respectively), on the understanding that some element <r € G 1 may very well give rise to different permutations in the sets M. . Denote this restriction by F (F i = F ) . Then, to finish 11 1 the proof, it is shown that every g € G gives rise to a permutation of M , which can be split into a product of two permutations (which do not necessarily define automorphisms of L, or M), one of which permutes the systems M according to F , i 
